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Abstract Predicting drug-target interactions (DTI) via reliable computa-
tional methods is an effective and efficient way to mitigate the enormous costs
and time of the drug discovery process. Structure-based drug similarities and
sequence-based target protein similarities are the commonly used information
for DTI prediction. Among numerous computational methods, neighborhood-
based chemogenomic approaches that leverage drug and target similarities to
perform predictions directly are simple but promising ones. However, existing
similarity-based methods need to be re-trained to predict interactions for any
new drugs or targets and cannot directly perform predictions for both new
drugs, new targets, and new drug-target pairs. Furthermore, a large amount
of missing (undetected) interactions in current DTI datasets hinders most DTI
prediction methods. To address these issues, we propose a new method denoted
as Weighted k-Nearest Neighbor with Interaction Recovery (WkNNIR). Not
only can WkNNIR estimate interactions of any new drugs and/or new targets
without any need of re-training, but it can also recover missing interactions
(false negatives). In addition, WkNNIR exploits local imbalance to promote
the influence of more reliable similarities on the interaction recovery and pre-
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diction processes. We also propose a series of ensemble methods that employ
diverse sampling strategies and could be coupled with WkNNIR as well as any
other DTI prediction method to improve performance. Experimental results
over five benchmark datasets demonstrate the effectiveness of our approaches
in predicting drug-target interactions. Lastly, we confirm the practical predic-
tion ability of proposed methods to discover reliable interactions that were not
reported in the original benchmark datasets.

Keywords Drug-target interactions · Nearest neighbor · Interaction
recovery · Local imbalance · Ensemble learning

1 Introduction

Prediction of drug-target interactions (DTIs) is fundamental to the drug dis-
covery process [1, 2]. However, the identification of interactions between drugs
and specific targets via wet-lab (in vitro) experiments is extremely costly,
time-consuming, and challenging [3, 4]. Computational (in silico) methods
can efficiently complement existing in vitro activity detection strategies, lead-
ing to the identification of interacting drug-target pairs and accelerating the
drug discovery process.

In the past, computational approaches identified DTIs mainly based on
known ligands for targets [5] or 3D protein structures [6]. However, these
methods suffer from two limitations. Firstly, they would collapse when the
required information (ligand-related information or 3D protein structures) is
unavailable. Secondly, they are built on only one kind of information. Re-
cently, chemogenomic approaches have attracted extensive interest, because
they integrate both drug and target information into a unified framework [1]
(e.g. chemical structure information related to drugs and genomic information
related to target proteins). Such information is often obtained via publicly
available databases.

Popular chemogenomic approaches rely on machine learning algorithms,
which have been widely employed for DTI prediction tasks due to their verified
effectiveness [7]. There are several machine learning strategies to handle DTI
prediction [1]. Here, we focus on neighborhood approaches. These are typically
straightforward and effective methods that are based on similarity functions
[8]. Albeit rather simple, they are very promising. For instance, neighborhood
information is often used to regularize matrix factorization tasks, leading to
powerful DTI prediction methods [9]. Drug-drug similarities based on chemical
structure and target-target similarities based on protein sequence are the most
common types of information employed in DTI prediction tasks [1].

Many of the existing similarity-based methods follow the transductive
learning scheme [9–14], where test pairs are presented and used during the
training process. Every time new pairs arrive, the learning model has to be
re-trained in order to perform predictions for them. This is computationally
inefficient and substantially affects the scalability of such models, especially
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in cases where not all test pairs of drugs and targets can be gathered in ad-
vance. On the other hand, an inductive model is built upon a training dataset
consisting of a drug set, a target set and their interactivity, and can pre-
dict any unseen drug-target pairs without re-training. Therefore, we employ
similarity-based approaches following the inductive learning scheme, which is
more flexible and effective to perform predictions for newly arrived test pairs.

Furthermore, many false negative drug-target pairs are typically included
in DTI training sets. These drug-target pairs are actually interacting, but the
interactions have not yet been reported (detected) due to the complex and
costly experimental verification process [15–17]. Hereafter, these interactions
shall be called missing interactions. When we treat the unverified DTIs as
non-interacting, we inevitably lose valuable information and introduce noise
to the data. Therefore, exploiting possible missing interactions is crucial for
the DTI prediction approach [15, 18].

In DTI prediction, there are four main prediction settings. These include
predictions for: unseen pairs of training (known) drugs and targets (S1), pairs
of test (new) drugs and training targets (S2), pairs of test (new) targets and
training drugs (S3), and pairs of test (new) drugs and test (new) targets (S4).
Compared to S1, which only considers pairs consisting of known drugs and
targets, the other three settings that focus on predicting interactions for new
drugs and/or new targets are more difficult, because they relate to the cold-
start problem where interacting information of new drugs (targets) is unavail-
able [18]. This paper focuses on these three (S2, S3, S4) more challenging
settings.

S4 is substantially more arduous than S2 and S3, as the bipartite com-
ponents of test pairs are new in S4. Many methods, especially most nearest
neighbor based ones [19, 11, 16], either cannot be applied or show a major drop
in prediction performance when it comes to S4. An existing neighborhood-
based approach designed for S4 specifically [20], can not perform predictions
in S2 and S3. Therefore, there is a lack of neighborhood-based DTI prediction
methods that can successfully handle each and every one of S2, S3, and S4.
Such methods are useful when the prediction setting of interest is unknown at
training time.

We address DTI prediction with an emphasis on new drugs (S2), new tar-
gets (S3), and pairs of new drugs and new targets (S4). First, the formulation
of the inductive DTI prediction task that aims to perform predictions for any
unseen drug-target pair is defined and its differences with the transductive one
are clarified. Next, we propose a neighborhood-based DTI prediction method
called Weighted k-Nearest Neighbor with Interaction Recovery (WkNNIR).
The proposed method can deal with all prediction settings, as well as effec-
tively handle missing interactions. Specifically, WkNNIR detects neighbors of
test drugs, targets, and drug-target pairs to estimate interactions in S2, S3,
and S4, respectively. It updates the original interaction matrix based on the
neighborhood information to mitigate the impact of missing interactions. In
addition, WkNNIR exploits the concept of local class imbalance [21] to weigh
drug and target similarities, which boosts interaction recovery and prediction.
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Furthermore, we propose three ensemble methods to further improve the
performance of WkNNIR and other DTI prediction methods. These methods
follow a common framework that aggregates multiple DTI prediction mod-
els built upon diverse training sets deriving from the original training set by
sampling drugs and targets. They employ three different sampling strategies,
namely Ensemble with Random Sampling (ERS), Ensemble with Global im-
balance based Sampling (EGS), and Ensemble with Local imbalance based
Sampling (ELS). A short preliminary account of these three ensemble meth-
ods is given in [22].

The performance of the proposed methods is evaluated on five benchmark
datasets. The obtained results show that WkNNIR outperforms other state-
of-the-art DTI prediction methods. We also show that ELS, EGS and ERS
are able to promote the performance of six different base models including
WkNNIR in all prediction settings, and ELS is the most effective one. Last,
we demonstrate cases where our methods succeed in discovering interactions
that had not been reported in the original benchmark datasets. The latter
highlights the potential of the proposed computational methods in finding
new interactions in the real world.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, existing DTI
prediction approaches are briefly presented. In Section 3, we define the formu-
lation of inductive DTI prediction and compare it with the transductive one.
The proposed neighborhood-based and ensemble methods are presented in
Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Experimental results and analysis are reported
in Section 6. Finally, we conclude our paper in Section 7.

2 Related Work

The fundamental assumption of similarity-based methods is that similar drugs
tend to interact with similar targets and vice versa [23]. Similarity-based meth-
ods can be divided into four types according to the learning method they
employ, namely Nearest Neighborhood (NN), Bipartite Local Model (BLM),
Matrix Factorization (MF) and Network Diffusion (ND).

Nearest neighborhood based methods predict the interactions based on the
information of neighbors. Nearest Profile [19] infers interactions for a test drug
(target) from only its nearest neighbor in the training set. Weighted Profile
(WP) [19] integrates all interactions of training drugs (targets) by weighted
average to make predictions. Weighted Nearest Neighbor (WNN) [11] sorts all
training drugs (targets) based on their similarities to the test drug (target) in
descending order and assigns the weight of each training drug (target) accord-
ing to its rank. In WNN, interactions of training drugs (targets) whose weights
are larger than a predefined threshold are considered to make predictions. The
Weighted k-Nearest Known Neighbor (WKNKN) [16] was initially proposed
as a pre-processing step that transforms the binary interaction matrix into
an interaction likelihood matrix, while it can estimate interactions for test
drug (target) based on k nearest neighbors of training drugs (targets) as well.
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The Similarity Rank-based Predictor [24] predicts interactions for test drug
(target) based on the likelihood of interaction and non-interaction obtained
by similarity ranking. All the above NN methods are restricted to the S2 and
S3 settings. In [20], three neighborhood-based methods, namely individual-to-
individual, individual-to-group, and nearest-neighbor-zone, designed specifi-
cally for predicting interactions between test drug and test target (S4) are
proposed. Furthermore, the well-known neighborhood-based multi-label learn-
ing method MLkNN [25] is employed for drug side effect prediction [26]. In
[15], MLkNN with Super-target Clustering (MLkNNSC) takes advantage of
super-targets that are constructed by clustering the interaction profiles of tar-
gets.

BLM methods build two independent local models for drugs and targets,
respectively. They integrate the predictions of the two models to obtain the
final scores of test interactions. The first BLM method is proposed in [27],
where a support vector machine is employed as the base local classifier. Fur-
thermore, regularized least squares (RLS) formalized as kernel ridge regression
(RLS-avg) and RLS using Kronecker product kernel (RLS-kron) are two other
representative BLM approaches that process drug and target similarities as
kernels [28]. One weakness of the above BLM approaches is that they cannot
train local models for unseen drugs or targets. To address this issue, BLM-NII
[10], which is based on RLS-avg, introduces a step to infer interactions for
test drugs (targets) based on training data. Analogously, GIP-WNN [11] ex-
tends RLS-kron by adding the WNN process to estimate the interactions for
test drugs (targets). In Advanced Local Drug-Target Interaction Prediction
(ALADIN) [17], the local model is a k-Nearest Neighbor Regressor with Error
Correction (ECkNN) [29], which corrects the error caused by bad hubs. Such
hubs are often located in the neighborhood of other instances but have different
labels from those instances. Generally, BLM can predict interactions for test
drug-target pairs via a two-step learning process [30, 31], i.e. the interactions
between test drugs (targets) and training targets (drugs) are estimated first,
then two models based on those predictions are built to estimate interactions
between test drugs and test targets.

MF methods deal with DTI prediction by factorizing the interaction ma-
trix into two low-rank matrices which correspond to latent features of drugs
and targets, respectively. Kernelized Bayesian Matrix Factorization with Twin
Kernels (KBMF2K) [32] and Probabilistic Matrix Factorization (PMF) [33]
conduct matrix factorization based on probability theory. KBMF2K follows a
Bayesian probabilistic formulation and PMF leverages the probabilistic linear
model with Gaussian noise. Collaborative Matrix Factorization (CMF) [34] is
applied to DTI prediction via adding low-rank decomposition regularization on
similarity matrices to ensure that latent features of similar drugs (targets) are
similar as well. In [12], soft weighting based self-paced learning is integrated
into CMF to avoid bad local minima caused by the non-convex objective func-
tion and achieve better generalization. Weighted Graph Regularized Matrix
Factorization (WGRMF) [16] performs graph regularization on latent features
of drugs and targets to learn a manifold for label propagation. Neighborhood
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Regularized Logistic Matrix Factorization (NRLMF) [9] combines the typical
matrix factorization with neighborhood regularization in a unified framework
to model the probability of DTIs within the logistic function. Dual-Network
Integrated Logistic Matrix Factorization (DNILMF) [35], is an extension of
NRLMF that utilizes diffused drug and target kernels instead of similarity
matrices for the logistic function. MF approaches usually comply with the
transductive learning scheme.

Network-based inference (NBI) [36] applies network diffusion on the DTI
bipartite network leveraging graph-based techniques to predict new DTIs. This
approach uses only the interactions between drugs and targets. Domain Tuned-
Hybrid (DT-Hybrid) [37] and Heterogeneous Graph Based Inference (HGBI)
[38] extends NBI via incorporating drug-target interactions, drug similarities
and target similarities to the diffusion of the heterogeneous network. Apart
from network inference, random walk [39], probabilistic soft logic [40], and
finding simple path [41] are three other approaches that can be applied to the
heterogeneous DTI network to predict interactions. All of the ND methods are
transductive, as the network diffusion step should be recomputed if new drugs
or new targets are added in the heterogeneous network.

Apart from using similarities, there are methods that treat interaction pre-
diction as a classification task, building binary or multi-label classifiers over
input feature sets. In [42], traditional ensemble tree strategies, such as random
forests (RF) [43] and extremely randomized trees (ERT) [44], are extended to
the bi-clustering tree setting [45]. Another example is AGHEL [46], which is a
heterogeneous ensemble approach integrating two different classifiers, namely
RF and XGBoost [47]. Moreover, three tree-based multi-label classifiers which
incorporate various label partition strategies to effectively capture the cor-
relations among drugs and targets are proposed for DTI prediction in [48].
Furthermore, delivering low dimensional drug and target embeddings from a
DTI network using graph embedding [49, 14] or path category based extraction
techniques [50, 51, 13] has been shown very effective. However, these methods
are utilized in a transductive setting.

Finally, we briefly present approaches dealing with the issue of missing in-
teractions. The DTI prediction task with missing interactions can be treated as
a Positive-Unlabeled (PU) learning problem [52], where the training data con-
sists of positive and unlabeled instances and only a part of positive instances
are labeled. Several methods mentioned above discover missing interactions
by using matrix completion techniques [34, 9]. Others construct super-targets
containing more interacting information [15], correct possible missing inter-
actions [17], and recover interactions as a pre-processing step [16]. Similar to
the idea of interaction recovery, Bi-Clustering Trees with output space Recon-
struction (BICTR) [18] utilizes NRLMF to restore the training interactions on
which an ensemble of Bi-clustering trees [42] is built. In [53, 54], traditional PU
learning algorithms, such as Spy and Rocchio, are employed to extract reliable
non-interacting drug-target pairs. Based on a more informative PU learning
assumption that interactions are not missing at random, a probabilistic model
without bias to labeled data is proposed in [55].
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3 Inductive DTI Prediction

In this section, the formulation of similarity based DTI prediction in an induc-
tive learning scheme is presented. Then, the comparison between the inductive
and transductive settings for the DTI prediction task is given.

3.1 Formulation

In this part, we define the inductive DTI prediction problem, as well as the
training and estimation procedures of a DTI prediction model in inductive
learning, where the drug and target similarities are utilized as input informa-
tion.

Let D = {di}ni=1 be the training drug set containing n drugs, where each
drug is a compound described by its chemical structure. Let T = {ti}mi=1 be
the training target set consisting of m targets, where each target is a protein
represented by its amino acid sequence. There is a set of known interactions
between drugs in D and targets in T . Fig.1(a) illustrates the process of train-
ing an inductive model. Initially, to cater for a similarity-based DTI prediction
model, the drug similarity matrix Sd ∈ Rn×n and the target similarity ma-
trix St ∈ Rm×m are computed, where Sd

ij is the similarity between di and dj ,
and St

ij is the similarity between ti and tj . In this paper, drug similarities are
computed by SIMCOMP algorithm [56], which assesses the common chemical
structure of two drugs, and target similarities are calculated by using the nor-
malized Smith-Waterman (SW) score [57], which evaluates the shared amino
acid sub-sequence of two targets. In addition, DTIs are represented with an
interaction matrix Y ∈ {0, 1}n×m, where Yij = 1 if di and tj are known to
interact with each other and Yij = 0 indicates that di and tj either actually
interact with each other but their interaction is undetected, or di and tj do
not interact. An inductive DTI prediction model is built based on a training
set consisting of D, T , Sd, St and Y .

In the prediction phase, as discussed in the introduction, we distinguish
three settings of DTI prediction, according to whether the drug and target
involved in the test pair are included in the training set or not. In particular:

– S2: predict the interactions between test drugs D̄ and training targets T .
– S3: predict the interactions between training drugs D and test targets T̄ .
– S4: predict the interactions between test drugs D̄ and test targets T̄ .

where D̄ = {du}n̄u=1 is a set of test drugs disjoint from the training drug set
(i.e. D̄ ∩D = ∅), and T̄ = {tv}m̄v=1 is a set of test targets disjoint from T .

The prediction procedure is shown in Fig. 1(b). In all prediction settings,
the similarities between test drugs (targets) and training drugs (targets), re-
quired by the similarity-based model, are firstly computed. Next, the learned
DTI prediction model receives these similarities to perform predictions for the
corresponding test drug-target pairs. In S2, given a set of test drugs D̄, the
similarities between D̄ and D (S̄d ∈ Rn̄×n) computed by the SIMCOMP al-
gorithm are input to the model, and the predictions are a real-valued matrix
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Ŷ ∈ Rn̄×m indicating the confidence of the affinities between test drugs and
training targets. Similarly in S3, the normalized SW score is employed to cal-
culate the similarities between T̄ and T (S̄t ∈ Rm̄×m ), upon which the model

outputs a prediction matrix Ŷ ∈ Rn×m̄. In S4, both S̄d and S̄t are computed,
and the prediction matrix is Ŷ ∈ Rn̄×m̄.

3.2 Comparison between Inductive and Transductive Settings

In the transductive learning scheme, the model is learned for the purpose of
predicting specific test pairs. Fig. 1(c) describes the training and prediction
processes of a model in the transductive setting dealing with S4. Both training
and test drugs (targets) are available in the learning phase of a transductive
model. Given that D̃ = D ∪ D̄ and T̃ = T ∪ T̄ , one would first compute the
extended drug and target similarity matrices for D̃ and T̃ , respectively:

S̃d =

[
Sd S̄d

>

S̄d ¯̄Sd

]
S̃t =

[
St S̄t>

S̄t ¯̄St

]
(1)

where ¯̄Sd ∈ Rn̄×n̄ ( ¯̄St ∈ Rm̄×m̄) stores similarities between test drugs (tar-
gets). In addition, the interaction matrix is extended to Ỹ ∈ {0, 1}(n+n̄)×(m+m̄),
where the rows and columns of Ỹ corresponding to test drugs and targets con-
tain “0”s. The transductive model is trained upon the input consisting of D̃,
T̃ , S̃d, S̃t and Ỹ , and could perform predictions for the specific test pairs
included in the input once it has been built. The processes of the transductive
model handling S2 and S3 are similar with S4, except for that no test target
and drug are used in S2 and S3, respectively (e.g in S3, D̄ = ∅, the drug
similarity matrix is St and the interaction matrix is [Y ,0]).

The difference between the inductive and transductive settings relies on
their input information and the predicting ability of the model. On one hand,
an inductive model is built in the training phase, using similarity and interac-
tion matrices referring to training drugs and targets. After the completion of
this process, it can perform predictions for any setting (S2, S3, S4) and any
unseen pairs. On the other hand, a transductive model is built upon both the
information of the training set and the similarities of the test drugs and/or
targets. Hence, it can provide predictions only for these specific test pairs and
cannot generalize to unseen test data. If a transductive model needs to predict
the interaction of another unseen drug-target pair different to the one included
in the training process, it should be re-trained, incorporating the information
corresponding to the unseen test pair. This is extremely demanding, especially
when it comes to large scale data. Therefore, in this paper, we focus on the
inductive setting.
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(a) Training phase of an inductive model

(b) Prediction phase of an inductive model

(c) The training and prediction procedure of a transductive model dealing with S4

Fig. 1: Comparison between inductive and transductive settings
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4 WKNNIR

In this section, we first propose the Weighted k-Nearest Neighbor (WkNN)
as a comprehensive nearest neighbor based approach that could handle all
prediction settings. Next, the local imbalance is introduced to measure the
reliability of similarity matrices. Lastly, WkNNIR, which incorporates inter-
action recovery and local imbalance driven similarity weighing into WkNN, is
presented.

4.1 WkNN

Neighborhood-based methods predict the interactions of test drugs (S2) or
test targets (S3) by aggregating the interaction profiles of their neighbors
[19, 11, 16]. The major limitation of these methods is that they cannot directly
predict interactions between test drugs and test targets (S4), as interactions
between test drugs (targets) and their neighbors are unavailable in the training
set. To overcome this drawback of existing methods, we propose WkNN.

WkNN employs the prediction function of WKNKN [16] to deal with S2
and S3 because of its simplicity and efficacy. WkNN is a lazy learning method
that does not have any specific training phase. Given a test drug-target pair
(du, tv) belonging to the prediction setting S2 or S3, WkNN predicts their
interaction profiles based on the interactions of either k nearest training drugs
of du or k nearest training targets of tv as follows:

Ŷuv =



1

zdu

∑
di∈Nk

du

ηi
′−1S̄d

uiYiv, if du /∈ D and tv ∈ T

1

ztv

∑
tj∈Nk

tv

ηj
′−1S̄t

vjYuj , if du ∈ D and tv /∈ T
(2)

In Eq.(2), N k
du

(N k
tv ) corresponds to k nearest neighbors of du (tv) which are

retrieved by choosing k training drugs (targets) having k largest values in u-th
row of S̄d (v-th row of S̄t) and sorting the selected k drugs (targets) in the
descending order according to their similarities to du (tv). Moreover, di (tj) is
the i′-th (j′-th) nearest neighbor of du (tv), i.e. i′ (j′) is the index of di (tj)
in N k

du
(N k

tv ), η ∈ [0, 1] is the decay coefficient shrinking the weight of further

neighbors, and zdu
=

∑
di∈Nk

du

S̄d
ui and ztv =

∑
tj∈Nk

tv
St
vj are normalization

terms.
To make predictions for pairs of test drugs and test targets (S4), WkNN fol-

lows the tetrad rule: when a drug interacts with a target, another similar drug
probably interacts with another similar target [40]. For the sake of adapting to
the tetrad rule, WkNN considers similar drug-target pairs instead of similar
drugs or targets. We define the neighbors of a test drug-target pair (du, tv) as
N k

dutv
= {(di, tj)|di ∈ N k

du
, tj ∈ N k

tv}. Although the direct way to find neigh-
bors of a drug-target pair is to search all nm drug-target combinations, our
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definition shrinks the search space to n + m leading to increased efficiency.
As in [28, 11], we define the similarity between two drug-target pairs as the
product of the similarity of two drugs and the similarity of two targets, i.e.
the similarity of (du, tv) and (di, tj) is S̄d

uiS̄
t
vj . Thus, the prediction function

of WkNN for S4 is:

Ŷuv =
1

zuv

∑
(di,tj)∈Nk

dutv

ηi
′+j′−2S̄d

uiS̄
t
vjYij (3)

where the normalization term zuv is equal to
∑

(di,tj)∈Nk
dutv

S̄d
uiS̄

t
vj . The weight

in Eq.(3) consists of two parts: the first one corresponds to the decay coeffi-
cient, where the exponent is determined by the index of di in N k

du
(i′) and

the index of tj in N k
tv (j′) simultaneously, and the second one is the similarity

between the test pair and its neighbor.

4.2 Local Imbalance

The concept of local imbalance concerns the label distribution of an instance
within the local region, playing a key role in determining the difficulty of a
dataset to be learned [21]. Concerning DTI data that contain two kinds of
similarities, the local imbalance can be assessed in both drug space and target
space.

Firstly, we define the drug-based local imbalance. The local imbalance of a
drug di for target tj is measured as the proportion of N k

di
having the opposite

interactivity to tj as di:

Cd
ij =

1

k

∑
dh∈Nk

di

JYhj 6= YijK (4)

where Cd
ij ∈ [0, 1] and JxK is the indicator function that returns 1 if x is true

and 0 otherwise. The larger the value of Cd
ij , the fewer the drugs in the local

region of di having the same interactivity to tj , and the higher the local im-
balance of di for tj based on drug similarities. In the ideal case, similar drugs
share the same interaction profiles (i.e. interact with the same targets), render-
ing DTI prediction a very simple task. However, there are several cases, where
similar drugs interact with different targets, which makes DTI prediction more
challenging. Therefore, we employ local imbalance Cd

ij to assess the reliabil-

ity of similarities between di and other training drugs. Specifically, lower Cd
ij

indicates more reliable similarity information.
Likewise, we calculate the local imbalance of tj for di based on the targets

as:

Ct
ij =

1

k

∑
th∈Nk

tj

JYih 6= YijK (5)
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4.3 WkNNIR

The existence of missing interactions (not yet reported) in the training set
can lead to biased DTI prediction models and an inevitable accuracy drop. To
address this issue, we propose WkNNIR, which couples WkNN with interac-
tion recovery to perform predictions upon the completed interaction matrix.
Moreover, in S4, where both drug and target similarities are used to perform
predictions, WkNNIR has the advantage that the importance (weight) of drug
and target similarities is differentiated depending on their local imbalance.

Firstly, WkNNIR computes recovered interactions, which replace the origi-
nal interactions in the prediction phase. Based on the assumption that similar
drugs interact with similar targets and vice versa, missing interactions can
be completed by considering the interactions for neighbor drugs or targets.
There are two ways to recover the interaction matrix: one on the drug side
and another on the target side. The drug side recovery is conducted row-wise,
where each row of Y is recovered by the weighted average of the neighbor rows
identified by drug similarities. The drug-based recovery interaction matrix Y d

is:

Y d
i· =

1

zdi

∑
dh∈Nk

di

ηh
′−1Sd

ihYi·, i = 1, · · · , n (6)

where h′ is the index of dh in N k
di

, and zdi
=

∑
dh∈Nk

di

Sd
ih. The target-based

recovery interaction matrix Y t is obtained by reconstructing Y column-wise:

Y t
·j =

1

ztj

∑
tl∈Nk

tj

ηl
′−1St

ljY·j , j = 1, · · · ,m (7)

where l′ is the index of tl in N k
tj and ztj =

∑
tl∈Nk

tj

St
lj .

However, Y d (Y t) exploits only one kind of similarity and neglects the
other one. To address this issue, we combine these two recovered interaction
matrices into a complementary one that incorporates the recovery informa-
tion from both drug and target views. Besides, interactions restored via more
reliable similarity measures tend to be more credible. Therefore, instead of
treating Y d and Y t equally, we distinguish the effectiveness of different re-
covered interaction matrices according to the local imbalance of the similarity
used in the recovery process.

The interacting pair (di, tj) with lower drug-based local imbalance indicates
that di is close to other drugs interacting with tj in the drug space, and
therefore the recovered interactions inferred from the pair are more reliable
in the drug view. Hence, we define the weight of recovered interaction Y d

ij

according to the average local imbalance of interacting pairs that are used to
estimate Y d

ij :

W d
ij = exp(−

∑
dh∈Nk

di

Cd
hjYhj∑

dh∈Nk
di

Yhj
) (8)
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Similarly, the weight of recovered interaction Y t
ij is computed as:

W t
ij = exp(−

∑
tl∈Nk

tj

Ct
ljYil∑

tl∈Nk
tj

Yil
) (9)

The higher the weight, the more reliable the recovered interaction. By weighted
aggregation of the Yd and Yt, we obtain the final recovered interaction matrix
Y dt ∈ Rn×m:

Y dt
ij =

W d
ijY

d
ij +W t

ijY
t
ij

W d
ij +W t

ij

, i = 1, · · · , n; j = 1, · · · ,m (10)

By multiplying with the local imbalance-based weight, interactions recovered
by more reliable similarities have more influence on Y dt. The values in Y dt

are in the range of [0,1]. Furthermore, because “1”s in Y denotes reliable in-
teractions that do not need any update, a correction process is applied to the
reconstructed interaction matrix to ensure the consistency of known interac-
tions:

Y dt = max{Y dt,Y } (11)

where max is the element wise maximum operator.
In the prediction phase, the estimated interaction between drug du and

target tv is calculated as:

Ŷuv =



1

zdu

∑
di∈Nk

du

ηi
′−1S̄d

uiY
dt
iv , if du /∈ D and tv ∈ T

1

ztv

∑
tj∈Nk

tv

ηj
′−1S̄t

vjY
dt
uj , if du ∈ D and tv /∈ T

1

zuv

∑
(di,tj)∈Nk

dutv

ηi
′+j′−2(S̄d

ui)
rd(S̄t

vj)
rtY dt

ij

if du /∈ D and tv /∈ T

(12)

where rd = min{1, Ld
uv/L

t
uv} and rt = min{1, Lt

uv/L
d
uv} are the coefficients

controlling the weights of drug similarities and target similarities respectively.
The smaller rd is, the larger drug similarities become, as both similarities and
rd are between [0,1]. Ld

uv =
∑

(di,tj)∈Nk
dutv

Cd
ijYij and Lt

uv =
∑

(di,tj)∈Nk
dutv

Ct
ijYij

are the sum of drug-based and target-based local imbalance of neighbor pairs
of (du, tv) respectively. Compared with Eq.(2) and (3) in WkNN, there are
two improvements made in WkNNIR. The first one is the utilization of re-
covered interaction matrix with more sufficient interaction information. The
second advantage of WkNNIR is the more reliable similarity assessment via
local imbalance by using rd and rt in S4.

The workflow of WkNNIR is presented in Fig. 2. In the training phase,
it sequentially computes N k

di
for each training drug di ∈ D, drug-based local
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imbalance matrix Cd, drug-based recovery interaction matrix Y d and W d

representing weights of Y d, using the training set. Similar variables relating
to targets, namely N k

tj , Ct, Y t and W t, are calculated too. Then, the final

interaction matrix Y dt incorporating the recovered interactions in both Y d

and Y t is obtained according to Eq.(10) and Eq.(11). In the prediction phase,
given test drug and/or target similarities, the estimated interaction matrix
Ŷ is obtained based on the recovered interaction matrix Y dt according to
Eq.(12).

Fig. 2: The workflow of WkNNIR. Solid and dashed arrows denote steps in
the training and prediction phases, respectively.

5 Ensembles of DTI Prediction Models

Ensemble methods integrate multiple models that solve the same task, and
therefore reduce the generalization error of single models. In this section, we
propose three ensemble methods, namely ERS, EGS and ELS, which employ
random sampling, global imbalance based sampling, and local imbalance based
sampling respectively. The three proposed ensemble methods follow the same
framework and can be applied to any DTI prediction method to further im-
prove its accuracy. We firstly introduce the ensemble framework and then
describe the sampling strategies used in each method.
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5.1 Ensemble Framework

The proposed ensemble framework learns multiple models based on diverse
sampled training subsets. To adapt it to the DTI prediction task, the proposed
framework needs to be modified in the following aspects: adjusting the sampled
training subsets generation in the training phase as well as adding dynamic
ensemble selection and similarity vector projection processes in the prediction
phase.

The pseudo code of training an ensemble model is shown in Algorithm 1. In
the training phase, the sampling probabilities for drugs and targets, denoted
as pd ∈ Rn and pt ∈ Rm, are initially computed (Algorithm 1, line 2-3), where∑n

i=1 p
d
i = 1 and

∑m
j=1 p

t
j = 1. The calculation of the sampling probabilities

is different in each of the three methods and will be illustrated in Section 5.2.
Then, q base models are trained iteratively. For the i-th base model, the nR
sized drug subset Di is sampled from D without replacement according to
pd (Algorithm 1, line 5), i.e. drugs with larger sampling probability have a
greater chance to be added to Di, where R is a user-specified sampling ratio
controlling the number of selected drugs. In a similar way, the mR sized target
subset T i is derived from T based on pt (Algorithm 1, line 6). In the next step,
based on the Di and T i, we form a training subset which consists of a drug
similarity sub-matrix Sdi retaining similarities between drugs in Di, a target
similarity sub-matrix Sti preserving the similarities between targets in T i and
an interaction sub-matrix Y i storing interactions involving both Di and T i

(Algorithm 1, line 7). Finally, the base model Mi is trained on the obtained
training subset (Algorithm 1, line 8).

Algorithm 1: Training Ensembles of DTI Prediction Models

input : training drug set: D, training target set: T , drug similarity matrix: Sd,
target similarity matrix: St, interaction matrix: Y , sampling ratio: R,
ensemble size: q

output: ensemble model: M , drug subsets: D′, target subsets: T ′

1 M,D′, T ′ ← ∅ ;

2 Calculate the sampling probability for drugs pd;
3 Calculate the sampling probability for targets pt;
4 for i← 1 to q do
5 Di ← sample nR drugs from D based on pd ;

6 T i ← sample mR targets from T based on pt ;

7 Construct training subset Sdi,Sti,Y i based on Di and T i ;

8 Mi ← Train(Sdi,Sti,Y i, Di, T i) ;
9 M ←M ∪Mi ;

10 D′ ← D′ ∪Di ;

11 T ′ ← T ′ ∪ T i ;

12 return M,D′, T ′ ;

The prediction process of the ensemble framework is illustrated in Algo-
rithm 2. The input similarity sdu (stv) is equivalent to Sd

u· (St
v·) if du ∈ D
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(tv ∈ T ), and S̄d
u· (S̄t

v·) otherwise. Dynamic ensemble selection takes place
first if the test drug-target pair (du, tv) follows the condition of S2 or S3.
Specifically, when (du, tv) follows S2, Mi is discarded if test target tv /∈ Ti
(Algorithm 2, line 2-4). Compared with other base models involving tv in the
training process,Mi misses the information of interaction regarding tv and usu-
ally leads to a lower prediction accuracy for (du, tv). Analogously, the models
whose corresponding training drug subset does not contain du are discarded if
(du, tv) follows S3 (Algorithm 2, line 5-7). Dynamic ensemble selection is not
applied to S4 (du /∈ D and tv /∈ T ), because both du and tv are new emerging
drugs and targets for all base models in S4. In the next steps, all retained
base models give their prediction, which are eventually averaged to obtain the
final predicted score Ŷuv (Algorithm 2, line 9-14). It should be noticed that
there are two projection steps to ensure the similarity vectors of the drug and
target in the test pair fit the input of each base model (Algorithm 2, line 10-
11). As each base model is trained based on a subset of drugs and targets,
the similarity vector for du and tv should be projected to the low dimensional
space characterized by the drug and target subset used in the corresponding
base model. Specifically, the projection of sdu on Di maintains the similarities
between du and drugs in Di and deletes other elements in sdu. For example,
given a similarity vector [0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5], its projection on drug subset
{d1, d2, d4} is [0.1, 0.2, 0.4].

Algorithm 2: Predicting of Ensemble DTI Prediction

input : ensemble of DTI prediction model: M , drug subsets: D′, target subsets:
T ′, training drug set: D, training target set: T , test drug-target pair:
(du,tv), similarity of du to D: sdu, similarity of tv to T : stv

output: predicting interaction between du and tv : Ŷuv
1 for i← 1 to |M | do /* Dynamic ensemble selection */

2 if du /∈ D and tv ∈ T then /* S2 */

3 if tv /∈ Ti then
4 M ←M −Mi ;

5 if du ∈ D and tv /∈ T then /* S3 */

6 if du /∈ Di then
7 M ←M −Mi ;

8 Ŷuv ← 0 ;
9 for i← 1 to |M | do /* Predicting */

10 s′du ← Project sdu on Di ;

11 s′tv ← Project stv on T i ;

12 Y ′uv ← Predict(Mi, s
′d
u , s
′t
v , du, tv) ;

13 Ŷuv ← Ŷuv + Y ′uv ;

14 Ŷuv ← Ŷuv/|M | ;

15 return Ŷuv ;
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5.2 Sampling Probability

Sampling probabilities determine the opportunity of each drug and target
being used to train base models, which play a key role in the proposed ensemble
framework. As we mentioned before, the three proposed ensemble methods
employ different sampling probabilities.

ERS adopts the sampling probabilities following the uniform distribution,
i.e. pdi = 1/n and ptj = 1/m, where i = 1, 2, ...n and j = 1, 2, ...m. In this way,
each drug and target has an equal chance to be selected.

In DTI data, interacting drug-target pairs are heavily outnumbered by
non-interacting ones, resulting in an imbalanced distribution within the global
interaction matrix. To relieve this global imbalance, EGS forms training sub-
sets by biasing the sampling process to include drugs and targets having more
interactions. Moreover, another reason for emphasis on drugs and targets with
dense interactions is that they are more informative than others with fewer
interactions. In EGS, the sampling probability of each drug (target) is propor-
tional to the number of its interactions:

pdi =
σ +

∑m
j=1 Yij

nσ +
∑n

h=1

∑m
j=1 Yhj

, i = 1, 2, ...n

ptj =
σ +

∑n
i=1 Yij

mσ +
∑n

i=1

∑m
h=1 Yih

, j = 1, 2, ...m

(13)

where σ is a smoothing parameter. By using Eq. (13), the drugs and targets
with more interactions are more likely to be selected in the sampling procedure.

Apart from the global imbalance, the local imbalance could also be used to
assess the importance of that drug (target). According to Eq.(4), higher Cd

ij

means that di is surrounded by more drugs that have opposite interactivity to
tj . In such cases, correctly predicting Yij using drug similarities would be dif-
ficult. By accumulating the local imbalance (difficulty) of di for all interacting
targets, we arrive at the local imbalance based importance of di:

LIdi =

m∑
j=1

Cd
ijJYij = 1K (14)

LIdi is a weighted sum version of
∑m

j=1 Yij , where the interaction which is
difficult to be predicted correctly is assigned a higher weight. Compared with
EGS only counting the interactions of drugs, Eq. (14) emphasizes on drugs
having more difficult interactions.

Similarly, the local imbalance based importance of tj is defined as:

LItj =

n∑
i=1

Ct
ijJYij = 1K (15)

Based on the definition of local imbalanced based importance, the key idea in
ELS is that it encourages more difficult drugs and targets to be learned by more
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base models, reducing thereby the corresponding error to the greatest extent
possible. In ELS, the sampling probability is proportional to the corresponding
local imbalance based importance:

pdi =
σ + LIdi

nσ +
∑n

h=1 LI
d
h

, i = 1, 2, ...n

ptj =
σ + LItj

mσ +
∑m

h=1 LI
t
h

, j = 1, 2, ...m

(16)

In addition, we exemplify the differences of three sampling probabilities in
Fig. 3. In ERS, all drugs have equal chance to be selected. EGS is more likely
to choose d3, d4 and d5 that have more interacting targets. ELS will select
d1 with higher probability, because d1 is near (similar) to drugs (d2 and d3)
having different interactions and is therefore more difficult to be learned than
other drugs.

Fig. 3: The differences of the three sampling probabilities. The top half shows
the drugs’ location (blue circles) and their interactions (light red rectangles) of
a dataset including five drugs and three targets. The table in the bottom half
lists the drug sampling probabilities computed by the three ensemble methods
on this dataset with σ = 0.1 and k = 2

6 Experiments

In this section, the datasets and the evaluation protocol used in the experi-
ments are presented firstly. Then, the predictive performance and parameter
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analysis of proposed WkNNIR and three ensembles are reported. Finally, newly
discovered interactions found by our methods are presented.

6.1 Dataset

Five benchmark DTI datasets are used in our empirical study. Four of them are
gold standard datasets originally provided by [19], of which each corresponds
to a target protein family, namely Nuclear Receptors (NR), G-protein cou-
pled receptors (GPCR), Ion Channel (IC) and Enzyme (E). The last dataset
(DB), obtained from [58], was derived from DrugBank [59]. Table 1 lists the
information about the five datasets. Sparsity is the proportion of interacting
drug-target pairs which indicates the global imbalance of the dataset. LId and
LIt are the drug-based and target-based local imbalance of the whole dataset
respectively:

LId =

∑n
i=1

∑m
j=1 C

d
ijYij∑n

i=1

∑m
j=1 Yij

(17)

LIt =

∑n
i=1

∑m
j=1 C

t
ijYij∑n

i=1

∑m
j=1 Yij

(18)

where k is the number of neighbors, which is set to 5. Smaller LId (LIt) values
indicate more reliable drug (target) similarities and easier S2 (S3) prediction
task.

Table 1: Statistic of DTI datasets

Dataset # Drugs # Targets # Interactions Sparsity LId LIt

NR 54 26 90 0.064 0.658 0.764
GPCR 223 95 635 0.03 0.707 0.644

IC 210 204 1476 0.035 0.729 0.323
E 445 664 2926 0.01 0.737 0.35

DB 786 809 3681 0.006 0.653 0.528

6.2 Evaluation protocol

Three types of cross validation (CV) are conducted to examine the prediction
methods in three prediction settings, respectively. In S2, the drug wise CV is
applied where one drug fold along with their corresponding rows in Y are sep-
arated for testing. In S3, the target wise CV is utilized where one target fold
along with their corresponding column in Y are left out for testing. The block
wise CV, which splits a drug fold and target fold along with the interactions
between them (which is a sub-matrix of Y ) for testing and uses interactions
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between remaining drugs and targets for training, is applied to S4. Two rep-
etitions of 10-fold CV are applied to S2 and S3, and two repetitions of 3-fold
block wise CV which contains 9 block folds generated by 3 drug folds and 3
target folds are applied to S4.

The Area Under the Precision-Recall curve (AUPR) which heavily punishes
highly ranked false positive predictions [60] is used to evaluate the performance
of inductive DTI prediction approaches in our experiments. In addition, the
Wilcoxon signed rank test at 5% level is utilized to examine the statistically
significant difference between our methods and the compared ones.

In the experiments, we firstly compare the proposed WkNNIR with six
DTI prediction approaches, namely ALADIN [17], BICTR [18], BLM-MLkNN
[26, 30], BLM-NII [10], MLkNNSC [15], NRLMF [9], as well as WkNN which
is the baseline of WkNNIR without interaction recovery and local imbalance
weighting. All comparing methods except for BICTR either follow the trans-
ductive DTI prediction task or work for partial prediction settings. Therefore,
we extend those methods to handle the inductive DTI prediction problem and
all prediction settings as follows:

– ALADIN [17]: ALADIN works for S2 and S3 within the inductive scheme.
As a BLM approach, ALADIN could deal with S4 by using the two-step
learning strategy.

– BLM-MLkNN [26, 30]: An individual MLkNN model could only deal with
S2 and S3 following the inductive scheme. To deal with S4, the MLkNN is
embedded in the BLM and the two-step learning strategy is adopted.

– MLkNNSC [15]: MLkNNSC is initially proposed to predict interactions for
test drugs (S2) and test drug-target pairs (S4) and it could work as an
inductive approach directly. To handle S3 prediction setting, MLkNNSC
is extended via applying clustering for drugs to obtain super-drugs and
training MLkNN models for drugs and super-drugs, respectively.

– BLM-NII [10]: BLM-NNI is a transductive method and able to tackle all
prediction settings. To enable BLM-NNI to adapt the inductive DTI pre-
diction, we modify its training and prediction process by confining that
similarities for test drugs (targets) are available in prediction phase only.

– NRLMF [9]: NRLMF predicts interactions for S2, S3, and S4 in the trans-
ductive way. Similar to BLM-NII, NRLMF is altered to an inductive method
by excluding similarities for test drugs and targets from the input of the
training phase.

Moreover, BICTR trains an ensemble of bi-clustering trees on a reconstructed
interaction matrix which is completed by NRLMF, and the input of the tree-
ensemble model is the drug and target features. Hence, the similarities are
utilized as features in BICTR, i.e. the feature vector of a drug (target) is its
similarities to all training drugs (targets).

When it comes to ensemble methods i.e. ERS, EGS and ELS, four com-
paring DTI methods, namely ALADIN, BLM-NII, MLkNNSC, NRLMF and
the two proposed neighborhood based approaches (WkNN and WkNNIR) are
utilized as base model. We do not employ BICTR and BLM-MLkNN as base
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model, because the former one is already an ensemble model and the latter
one is the worst method in most cases.

The parameter settings of compared and proposed methods are listed in
Table 2. The values for used parameters are selected by performing the inner
CV on the training set. Specifically, the 5-fold inner CV is applied to S2 and
S3, and the 2-fold inner CV is applied to S4 on GPCR, IC, E and DB datasets.
For NR dataset containing fewer drugs and targets, splitting NR into fewer
folds generates small-sized training sets that may vary the distribution of the
whole dataset during the inner CV procedure. This leads to the unreliability
of chosen optimal parameter settings. To avoid this issue, we apply the 10-fold
inner CV for S2 and S3 and the 3-fold inner CV for S4 on NR dataset.

Table 2: Parameter settings

Method Values or ranges of parameters

ALADIN #models=25, k ∈{1,2,3,5,7,9}, #features∈{10,20,50}
BICTR #trees=100, minimal # samples in leaf=1 (2) in S3 and S4 (S2)

BLM-MLkNN k ∈{1,2,3,5,7,9}
BLM-NII γ = 1, α ∈ {0, 0.1,...,1.0}, λ ∈ {2−5, 2−4, ..., 20}

MLkNNSC cut-off threshold= 1.1, k ∈{1,2,3,5,7,9}
NRLMF c=5, k=5, r ∈ {50,100}, λt, λd, α, β ∈ {2−5, 2−4, ..., 20}
WkNN k ∈{1,2,3,5,7,9}, η ∈ {0.1,0.2,...,1.0}

WkNNIR k ∈{1,2,3,5,7,9}, η ∈ {0.1,0.2,...,1.0}

ERS q = 30, R = 0.95
EGS q = 30, R = 0.95 σ = 1.0(0.1) for DB dataset (others)
ELS q = 30, R = 0.95, σ = 1.0(0.1) for DB dataset (others), k = 5

6.3 Results

In this part, the obtained results comparing the proposed WkNNIR and its
baseline WkNN to other competitors are presented and discussed. Next, the
results of the three proposed ensemble methods with six different base models
are reported.

Table 3 shows the AUPR results for the compared approaches in vari-
ous prediction prediction settings, where “*” following the numerical results
indicates that the corresponding method is statistically different from WkN-
NIR using Wilcoxon signed rank test at 5% level. WkNNIR achieves the best
average rank in all settings. It is significantly superior to other methods in
83/105 cases and does not suffer any significant losses from other competi-
tors. In addition, WkNNIR significantly outperforms WkNN in 13/15 cases,
demonstrating the effectiveness of the utilization of the interaction recovery
and local imbalance-based weights. Then, we investigate the results in each
prediction setting. In S2, WkNNIR is the best method on all datasets. WkNN
is the second best method and NRLMF comes next in most cases. In S3, for
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more difficult datasets (GPCR and DB having higher target-based local im-
balance), WkNNIR is the top method, while for easier datasets (IC and E
having lower target-based local imbalance) and the small-sized dataset (NR),
WkNNIR achieves comparable performance to the corresponding best method
without statistically significant difference. In S4, WkNNIR outperforms other
competitors on the first three datasets and is slightly inferior to WkNN on E
as well as BICTR on DB without significant difference. WkNN outperforms all
other six competitors on the first four datasets, which indicates the effective-
ness of our proposed neighbor pair based prediction function for S4. Overall,
WkNNIR surpasses the compared methods in S2 and S4 and is comparable
with state-of-the-art approaches in S3.

As is deducted from the obtained results, the three prediction settings,
namely S2, S3, and S4, are not equally challenging. In Table 3, AUPR results
of all methods in S4 are immensely lower than that in S2 and S3 on all datasets.
This shows that predicting interactions between test drugs and test targets is
the most challenging task. Comparing results in S2 and S3, we find that all
methods achieve higher AUPR in S3 than S2 on GPCR, IC, E and DB whose
LIt is lower than LId. While the performance of all methods, except for BLM-
NII, in S3 is inferior to S2 on NR, whose LIt is higher than LId. This indicates
that the difficulty of S2 and S3 could be estimated by comparing LId and LIt,
e.g. S2 is harder than S3 if LId is higher than LIt, and vice versa. This also
verifies the effectiveness of the local imbalance to assess the reliability of drug
and target similarities.

As we previously stated, DTI datasets usually contain many missing in-
teractions, e.g. the four gold standard datasets only contain interactions dis-
covered before they were constructed (in 2007). To test the effectiveness of
WkNNIR on datasets with fewer missing interactions, we follow the procedure
described in [61] to build updated gold standard datasets that include more val-
idated interactions. Specifically, we add newly discovered interactions between
drugs and targets in the original datasets recorded in the up-to-date version of
KEGG [62], DrugBank [59], ChEMBL [63] and Matador [64] databases. There
are 175, 1350, 3201, 4640 interactions in the four updated dataset, denoted
as NR1, GPCR1, IC1 and E1 respectively, with 85, 715, 1725 and 1714 new
interactions appended.

Table 4 lists the AUPR results of WkNNIR and four competitive com-
paring methods on the updated gold datasets. BLMNII, BLM-MLkNN and
MLkNNSC are not included in the experiments on updated datasets due to
their poor performance, as reported in Table 3. In Table 4, we see that WkN-
NIR is still the best method in S2 and S3. In S4, WkNNIR is slightly inferior
to WkNN, because the benefit of the interaction recovery used in WkNNIR is
not significant when dealing with datasets having fewer missing interactions.
In addition, comparing the results in Tables 3 and 4, we find that the perfor-
mance on the updated datasets with less missing interactions is usually better
than in the original datasets. This verifies that missing interactions indeed
hinder DTI prediction methods from achieving better performance.
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Table 4: Results of comparing inductive DTI prediction methods on the up-
dated gold standard datasets in terms of AUPR.

Setting Dataset ALADIN BICTR NRLMF WkNN WkNNIR

S2

NR1 0.527(4) 0.523(5) 0.529(3) 0.547(2) 0.552(1)
GCPR1 0.438(5) 0.447(4) 0.456(3) 0.461(2) 0.468(1)

IC1 0.475(5) 0.509(3) 0.502(4) 0.563(2) 0.571(1)
E1 0.301(5) 0.331(4) 0.362(3) 0.368(2) 0.382(1)

AveRank 4.75 4 3.25 2 1

S3

NR1 0.465(5) 0.518(4) 0.52(3) 0.542(2) 0.565(1)
GCPR1 0.874(2) 0.871(3) 0.888(1) 0.863(5) 0.866(4)

IC1 0.75(2) 0.748(3) 0.731(5) 0.747(4) 0.762(1)
E1 0.658(5) 0.687(3) 0.705(1) 0.685(4) 0.695(2)

AveRank 3.5 3.25 2.5 3.75 2

S4

NR1 0.207(5) 0.283(1) 0.27(3) 0.271(2) 0.259(4)
GCPR1 0.32(5) 0.339(2) 0.338(3) 0.337(4) 0.343(1)

IC1 0.325(5) 0.356(4) 0.357(3) 0.395(1) 0.388(2)
E1 0.146(5) 0.181(4) 0.214(1.5) 0.214(1.5) 0.209(3)

AveRank 5 2.75 2.63 2.13 2.5

The average rank of ensemble methods along with their embedded base
models in terms of AUPR are summarized in Table 5. The Base column denotes
the average ranks of default base models, and the “◦” following the AveRank
denotes that the corresponding ensemble method is statistically superior to the
base model using Wilcoxon signed rank test at 5% level. The detailed numerical
AUPR results are listed in Appendix Tables A1-A3. We find that all three
ensemble methods achieve better average rank compared to the base models
in all prediction settings. ELS is the most effective method and significantly
outperforms the base models in all prediction settings. This is because ELS
emphasizes on difficult drugs and targets by considering local imbalance. EGS
aiming to reduce the global imbalance level comes next and its advantage
over base models is significant as well. ERS using a totally random sampling
strategy is the third one and only achieves significant improvement in S3 and
S4.

Furthermore, to check the effectiveness of the proposed ensemble methods
on each base model, we calculate the average rank of the three ensemble meth-
ods on all datasets for each prediction setting and base model and pick up the
best ones to show in Table 6. We divide the employed base models into two
groups based on their performance in Table 3: moderate base models (AL-
ADIN, BLMNII and MLkNNSC) and good base models (NRLMF, WkNN,
and WkNNIR). Regarding the moderate base models, ERS, EGS and ELS
are most effective on MLkNNSC, ALADIN and BLMNII, respectively. When
it comes to good models, ELS usually outperforms the other two ensemble
methods. EGS is the top one only for NRLMF in S2 and WkNNIR in S3. This
suggests that ELS is more beneficial to base models with better prediction
performance.
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Table 5: The average ranks of ensemble methods over six base models and five
datasets in three prediction settings.

Setting Base ERS EGS ELS

S2 2.87 2.67 2.25◦ 2.22◦
S3 3.22 2.37◦ 2.22◦ 2.2◦
S4 3.72 2.43◦ 2.24◦ 1.59◦

Table 6: The best ensemble method for each prediction setting and base model

Base Model S2 S3 S4

ALADIN EGS EGS EGS
BLMNII ELS ELS ELS

MLkNNSC ERS ERS ERS

NRLMF EGS ELS ELS
WkNN ELS ELS ELS

WkNNIR ELS EGS ELS

6.4 Parameter Analysis

Here, we analyze the influence of parameter settings on WkNNIR and three
ensemble methods.

Firstly, we investigate the sensitivity of WkNNIR with respect to k and η
in S2 which is shown in Fig.4. The performance of WkNNIR improves a lot
from k = 1 to k = 3, as more neighbors are exploited. However, for values
of k larger than 3, the accuracy of WkNNIR plateaus, indicating that extra
neighbors do not provide additional benefits. In terms of η, median values
(around 0.6 and 0.8) lead to the best performance on all datasets except for
NR. The lower (higher) η diminishes (promotes) the influence of the relatively
remote neighbors on the prediction, leading to performance deterioration. In
NR, which contains tens of drugs and targets, the performance drops as η
increases, indicating that lower η is suitable for the small-sized dataset. Similar
accuracy trends with respect to k and η are observed in S3 and S4 as well.

Fig. 5 shows the performance of ensemble methods using WkNNIR as the
base model under different parameter settings on E dataset in S2. In Fig. 5(a)
concerning the sampling ratio, the performance of all three ensemble methods
improve with the increase of R. This is mainly because selecting more drugs
and targets contributes to training more accurate base models in them. Fig.
5(b) presents the influence of ensemble size q on each method. ERS achieves
better performance when more base models are trained because larger q would
increase the chance of important drugs and targets being selected by ERS.
Nevertheless, ERS training more than 50 base models cannot even surpass
ELS and EGS with smaller ensemble size. EGS and ELS perform more stably
under different ensemble sizes. This is because EGS and ELS guarantee that
important drugs and targets would be more likely to be chosen and the benefit
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(a) Different settings of k (b) Different settings of η

Fig. 4: Performance of WkNNIR with different settings of k and η in S2 where
η is set as 0.8 for (a) and k is set as 7 for (b)

of training more base models is limited to them. In Fig. 5(c), we find that EGS
and ELS are insensitive to the smooth parameter σ. At last, as shown in Fig.
5(d), ELS reaches a plateau when k which relates to the local imbalance of
each drug and target is larger than 3.

(a) Different settings of R (b) Different settings of q

(c) Different settings of σ (d) Different settings of k

Fig. 5: Performance of ERS, EGS, ELS using WkNNIR as the base model
under different parameter settings on E in S2
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6.5 Discovery of New Interactions

In this section, we examine the ability of WkNNIR and ensemble methods
to discover new reliable DTIs in all prediction settings. For each prediction
setting and original gold standard dataset, we conducted cross-validation as
illustrated in Section 6.2 and combined the predictions of each fold to ob-
tain the predicted scores of all drug-target pairs in the dataset. Then, we
ranked all non-interacting drug-target pairs of the dataset according to their
predicted scores and select the top 10 non-interacting pairs as the candidate
newly predicted interactions. To verify the reliability of those new interactions,
we checked whether they are included in the corresponding updated dataset
that incorporate validated interactions from the last version of the KEGG,
DrugBank, ChEMBL and Matador databases.

The validated new interactions found by WkNNIR on the four original
gold standard datasets are listed in Tables 7-10, where K, D, C, M indicate
that the corresponding DTI is verified by KEGG, DrugBank, ChEMBL and
Matador, respectively. WkNNIR could find at least one new DTI confirmed by
external databases in each dataset and setting. Furthermore, we notice that
there are many new DTIs discovered in only one prediction setting, e.g. for
NR dataset D00690-hsa2098 is only found in S2 and D00954-hsa367 is only
found in S4. Therefore, it is beneficial to find more new DTIs by examining
the predictions from all settings. For example, four new DTIs could be found
by looking at only setting S2 in the NR dataset. Nonetheless, nine new DTIs
can be discovered if all settings are considered (D00348-hsa5915 is found in
both S2 and S3).

In addition, Table 11 summarizes the total number of validated new DTIs
from top X (X ∈ {10, 20, 30}) candidate pairs provided by WkNNIR and
the other four competitors in all three prediction settings. The new DTIs
discovered by more than two prediction settings are counted only once. It
should be also mentioned that the maximum of new DTIs found from top
X candidates is 3X, as we take three predictions settings into consideration.
Regarding the top 10 candidate pairs, ALADIN finds the most new DTIs,
followed by WkNNIR which discovers four fewer new DTIs among all datasets
than ALADIN. However, picking only 10 candidate pairs may be not sufficient
for practical applications, especially when a large amount of drug-target pairs
need to be tested, e.g. E dataset contains 295,480 drug-target pairs. When one
increases the number of candidate pairs, WkNNIR becomes the most effective
method detecting at least ten more new DTIs than other competitors. This
indicates that WkNNIR outperforms other competitors in terms of the ability
to predict new DTIs, particularly when many candidate pairs are considered.

Furthermore, in order to check whether we can find more new interac-
tions by applying ensemble methods to WkNNIR, we collected validated new
DTIs discovered by the three proposed ensemble methods using WkNNIR as
the base model. Table 12 lists the validated new DTIs only found by ensem-
ble methods. ELS, EGS and ERS find 14, 9 and 12 new DTIs on the four
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Table 7: The validated new interactions predicted by WkNNIR in NR dataset

Setting Drug Target Rank Database

S2

D00690 hsa2908 3 K, D
D00348 hsa5915 5 K
D00348 hsa5916 6 K, D
D05341 hsa2099 10 C

S3
D00279 hsa5468 8 C
D00348 hsa5915 9 K

S4

D00954 hsa367 1 D
D00067 hsa2100 3 K
D00182 hsa367 9 D
D00554 hsa2100 10 K

Table 8: The validated new interactions predicted by WkNNIR in GPCR
dataset

Setting Drug Target Rank Database

S2

D04625 hsa154 1 K, D, C
D02358 hsa154 2 D
D02147 hsa153 3 D, M
D00110 hsa1128 4 D
D02349 hsa154 6 K, D
D00095 hsa155 7 K
D00394 hsa3269 8 D
D00715 hsa1129 10 K, D

S3
D00283 hsa152 1 K, D
D00283 hsa1814 2 D, M

S4

D01103 hsa1133 4 K
D06056 hsa3357 6 D
D06056 hsa3358 7 D
D06056 hsa3356 8 D

datasets, respectively. This demonstrates that ensemble methods are indeed
very promising in discovering new (not yet reported) DTIs.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a new neighborhood-based method (WkNNIR),
which is able to deal with all types of interaction prediction settings and
successful in handling missing interactions. Furthermore, we propose three en-
semble methods, namely ERS, EGS and ELS, that integrate multiple DTI
prediction models trained upon various sampled datasets to improve the per-
formance of their embedded base model. Both WkNNIR and ensemble methods
were applied to five benchmark DTI prediction datasets. The obtained results
affirm the superiority of WkNNIR to other competing methods as well as
its baseline WkNN. The performance improvement provided by the ensemble
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Table 9: The validated new interactions predicted by WkNNIR in IC dataset

Setting Drug Target Rank Database

S2

D00438 hsa779 1 K, D
D00319 hsa783 6 D, M
D00319 hsa786 7 M
D00553 hsa6329 9 K
D00553 hsa6334 10 K

S3
D00336 hsa10060 1 D
D00349 hsa9254 9 D

S4

D00553 hsa6328 4 K
D00553 hsa6334 5 K
D01287 hsa11280 6 K
D04048 hsa11280 7 K
D01450 hsa11280 8 K
D00358 hsa6332 9 M

Table 10: The validated new interactions predicted by WkNNIR in E dataset

Setting Drug Target Rank Database

S2 D00364 hsa1565 10 K, D

S3

D00947 hsa4129 1 D
D00005 hsa4128 2 D
D05458 hsa4128 3 K, D
D01223 hsa3988 5 M
D00437 hsa1585 6 M
D00217 hsa7173 10 M

S4
D00528 hsa5150 3 D
D00528 hsa50940 4 D

Table 11: The number of validated new DTIs from top 10, 20 and 30 candidate
pairs provided by DTI prediction methods

Dataset ALADIN BICTR NRLMF WkNN WkNNIR

Top 10

NR 6 6 6 6 9
GPCR 18 15 13 14 14

IC 14 8 13 10 12
E 10 11 10 8 9

Sum 48 40 42 38 44

Top 20

NR 11 17 14 14 16
GPCR 33 31 22 22 33

IC 28 18 28 19 27
E 18 17 16 16 25

Sum 90 83 80 71 101

Top 30

NR 16 20 19 17 22
GPCR 47 41 33 37 42

IC 41 33 43 30 37
E 20 21 27 23 37

Sum 124 115 122 107 138
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Table 12: The validated new interactions only found by ensemble methods
with WkNNIR as base model

Dataset Setting Drug Target Method (Rank) Database

NR S4 D00950 hsa367 ERS(6), EGS(7), ELS(9) D

GPCR
S2 D00790 hsa3269 ERS(10) D

S4
D00540 hsa1131 ERS(7), EGS(8), ELS(10) K, D
D00394 hsa1133 ERS(8), EGS(10), ELS(9) D

IC
S2

D06172 hsa6334 ERS(6), ELS(6) K
D06172 hsa6329 ERS(7), ELS(5) K
D06172 hsa6335 ERS(8), ELS(8) K
D06172 hsa6323 ERS(9), ELS(4) K
D06172 hsa6328 ERS(10), ELS(7) K
D00553 hsa6335 EGS(7), ELS(9) K
D00553 hsa6328 EGS(8) K
D00553 hsa6323 EGS(9) K
D00553 hsa6326 EGS(10), ELS(10) K
D06172 hsa6326 ELS(3) K

S4 D00438 hsa779 ERS(7), ELS(10) K, D

E S2

D00560 hsa1576 ERS(9) K, D, C
D00528 hsa5150 ERS(10) D
D02441 hsa762 EGS(9), ELS(7) K, D
D02441 hsa760 EGS(10), ELS(8) K, D

methods to six base models including WkNNIR is also verified. Particularly,
ELS using local imbalance based sampling is the most outstanding ensemble
approach. Subsequently, we demonstrated that our methods are able to predict
reliable new drug–target interactions.

Although only chemical structure similarities and protein sequence simi-
larities are used in this study, there are various kinds of similarities revealing
the relationship between drugs (targets) in diverse aspects [65, 66, 13]. It is
therefore desirable to investigate the effectiveness of our methods using differ-
ent types of similarities as well as extending it to multi-modal or multi-view
settings, where several types of similarities are integrated and exploited.
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Appendix

Appendix Table A1: Results of ensemble methods along with their embedded
base models in S2 in terms of AUPR. The parenthesis is the rank of each
method among all competitors.

Dataset Base Model Base ERS EGS ELS

NR

ALADIN 0.433(3) 0.433(3) 0.446(1) 0.433(3)
BLMNII 0.441(2) 0.435(4) 0.438(3) 0.445(1)

MLkNNSC 0.456(4) 0.495(1) 0.491(2) 0.481(3)
NRLMF 0.513(1) 0.496(4) 0.506(2) 0.503(3)
WkNN 0.51(3.5) 0.51(3.5) 0.515(2) 0.516(1)

WkNNIR 0.539(2) 0.526(4) 0.541(1) 0.534(3)

GPCR

ALADIN 0.306(4) 0.317(1) 0.313(2) 0.311(3)
BLMNII 0.342(2) 0.341(3) 0.34(4) 0.344(1)

MLkNNSC 0.342(2.5) 0.352(1) 0.342(2.5) 0.341(4)
NRLMF 0.345(4) 0.358(1) 0.35(2.5) 0.35(2.5)
WkNN 0.369(2.5) 0.37(1) 0.364(4) 0.369(2.5)

WkNNIR 0.384(1) 0.382(2) 0.377(4) 0.38(3)

IC

ALADIN 0.35(1) 0.34(4) 0.346(2.5) 0.346(2.5)
BLMNII 0.317(1.5) 0.316(3.5) 0.316(3.5) 0.317(1.5)

MLkNNSC 0.312(4) 0.321(1) 0.317(3) 0.318(2)
NRLMF 0.343(4) 0.352(1) 0.347(3) 0.351(2)
WkNN 0.354(2) 0.348(4) 0.356(1) 0.351(3)

WkNNIR 0.363(1) 0.359(4) 0.361(2) 0.36(3)

E

ALADIN 0.289(2.5) 0.288(4) 0.294(1) 0.289(2.5)
BLMNII 0.26(4) 0.262(3) 0.264(2) 0.273(1)

MLkNNSC 0.34(4) 0.353(1) 0.348(2) 0.344(3)
NRLMF 0.352(4) 0.365(2.5) 0.367(1) 0.365(2.5)
WkNN 0.385(3.5) 0.385(3.5) 0.388(1.5) 0.388(1.5)

WkNNIR 0.396(3) 0.395(4) 0.397(1.5) 0.397(1.5)

DB

ALADIN 0.41(4) 0.413(2) 0.412(3) 0.414(1)
BLMNII 0.202(4) 0.211(1) 0.208(2) 0.203(3)

MLkNNSC 0.366(4) 0.378(1) 0.372(3) 0.374(2)
NRLMF 0.386(3) 0.375(4) 0.393(2) 0.394(1)
WkNN 0.413(3) 0.394(4) 0.414(1.5) 0.414(1.5)

WkNNIR 0.425(2) 0.414(4) 0.425(2) 0.425(2)
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Appendix Table A2: Results of ensemble methods along with their embedded
base models in S3 in terms of AUPR. The parenthesis is the rank of each
method among all competitors.

Dataset Base Model Base ERS EGS ELS

NR

ALADIN 0.383(4) 0.411(1) 0.403(2) 0.393(3)
BLMNII 0.447(3) 0.445(4) 0.454(1) 0.453(2)

MLkNNSC 0.38(4) 0.412(1) 0.405(2) 0.402(3)
NRLMF 0.471(3.5) 0.48(1) 0.471(3.5) 0.476(2)
WkNN 0.443(4) 0.444(3) 0.45(2) 0.451(1)

WkNNIR 0.461(4) 0.466(3) 0.477(2) 0.479(1)

GPCR

ALADIN 0.517(1) 0.511(3.5) 0.513(2) 0.511(3.5)
BLMNII 0.476(1) 0.468(4) 0.473(2) 0.472(3)

MLkNNSC 0.511(4) 0.525(1) 0.515(2) 0.514(3)
NRLMF 0.518(3.5) 0.518(3.5) 0.527(1.5) 0.527(1.5)
WkNN 0.541(2) 0.543(1) 0.539(4) 0.54(3)

WkNNIR 0.577(2) 0.571(4) 0.574(3) 0.579(1)

IC

ALADIN 0.803(2) 0.802(4) 0.803(2) 0.803(2)
BLMNII 0.787(2) 0.787(2) 0.785(4) 0.787(2)

MLkNNSC 0.784(4) 0.791(3) 0.795(1) 0.792(2)
NRLMF 0.798(4) 0.802(2) 0.801(3) 0.806(1)
WkNN 0.789(4) 0.792(3) 0.793(2) 0.794(1)

WkNNIR 0.798(4) 0.799(3) 0.802(1) 0.8(2)

E

ALADIN 0.758(4) 0.761(2) 0.761(2) 0.761(2)
BLMNII 0.77(2) 0.769(3.5) 0.769(3.5) 0.771(1)

MLkNNSC 0.748(4) 0.757(1) 0.752(2) 0.751(3)
NRLMF 0.786(4) 0.791(2.5) 0.791(2.5) 0.792(1)
WkNN 0.776(4) 0.779(1.5) 0.778(3) 0.779(1.5)

WkNNIR 0.78(4) 0.782(1.5) 0.781(3) 0.782(1.5)

DB

ALADIN 0.569(4) 0.581(1) 0.58(2) 0.579(3)
BLMNII 0.433(3) 0.448(1) 0.444(2) 0.408(4)

MLkNNSC 0.579(4) 0.594(1) 0.588(2) 0.586(3)
NRLMF 0.585(3) 0.575(4) 0.596(1) 0.594(2)
WkNN 0.581(2.5) 0.594(1) 0.581(2.5) 0.579(4)

WkNNIR 0.595(2) 0.584(4) 0.597(1) 0.594(3)
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Appendix Table A3: Results of ensemble methods along with their embedded
base models in S4 in terms of AUPR. The parenthesis is the rank of each
method among all competitors.

Dataset Base Model Base ERS EGS ELS

NR

ALADIN 0.095(3) 0.099(1) 0.097(2) 0.094(4)
BLMNII 0.135(3.5) 0.135(3.5) 0.142(2) 0.143(1)

MLkNNSC 0.117(4) 0.121(3) 0.131(1) 0.123(2)
NRLMF 0.142(4) 0.149(3) 0.165(2) 0.166(1)
WkNN 0.159(4) 0.161(3) 0.169(1.5) 0.169(1.5)

WkNNIR 0.165(3) 0.157(4) 0.171(1.5) 0.171(1.5)

GPCR

ALADIN 0.114(4) 0.116(3) 0.121(1) 0.12(2)
BLMNII 0.121(3.5) 0.122(1.5) 0.121(3.5) 0.122(1.5)

MLkNNSC 0.1(4) 0.116(1) 0.108(3) 0.109(2)
NRLMF 0.134(3) 0.132(4) 0.135(2) 0.136(1)
WkNN 0.149(3.5) 0.149(3.5) 0.151(1.5) 0.151(1.5)

WkNNIR 0.158(2.5) 0.154(4) 0.158(2.5) 0.159(1)

IC

ALADIN 0.206(4) 0.208(3) 0.21(2) 0.211(1)
BLMNII 0.176(3.5) 0.176(3.5) 0.177(2) 0.178(1)

MLkNNSC 0.148(4) 0.175(1) 0.166(2) 0.165(3)
NRLMF 0.215(4) 0.223(1) 0.217(3) 0.219(2)
WkNN 0.216(3.5) 0.22(1) 0.216(3.5) 0.218(2)

WkNNIR 0.226(4) 0.229(1.5) 0.227(3) 0.229(1.5)

E

ALADIN 0.128(4) 0.133(3) 0.136(1) 0.135(2)
BLMNII 0.147(4) 0.148(2) 0.148(2) 0.148(2)

MLkNNSC 0.146(4) 0.158(1) 0.15(3) 0.155(2)
NRLMF 0.198(4) 0.209(2.5) 0.209(2.5) 0.21(1)
WkNN 0.208(4) 0.211(1.5) 0.21(3) 0.211(1.5)

WkNNIR 0.202(4) 0.206(1.5) 0.204(3) 0.206(1.5)

DB

ALADIN 0.248(4) 0.263(1) 0.262(2) 0.261(3)
BLMNII 0.064(4) 0.075(1) 0.073(2.5) 0.073(2.5)

MLkNNSC 0.205(4) 0.229(1) 0.224(2) 0.223(3)
NRLMF 0.226(3) 0.203(4) 0.23(1.5) 0.23(1.5)
WkNN 0.247(3) 0.226(4) 0.248(2) 0.25(1)

WkNNIR 0.251(3) 0.249(4) 0.252(2) 0.253(1)
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